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ABSTRACT

Sign language recognition involves modeling of multichannel infor-
mation such as, hand shapes, hand movements. This requires also
sufficient sign language specific data. This is a challenge as sign
languages are inherently under-resourced. In the literature, it has
been shown that hand shape information can be estimated by pool-
ing resources from multiple sign languages. Such a capability does
not exist yet for modeling hand movement information. In this pa-
per, we develop a multilingual sign language approach, where hand
movement modeling is also done with target sign language indepen-
dent data by derivation of hand movement subunits. We validate the
proposed approach through an investigation on Swiss German Sign
Language, German Sign Language and Turkish Sign Language, and
demonstrate that sign language recognition systems can be effec-
tively developed by using multilingual sign language resources.

Index Terms— Sign language processing, hidden Markov mod-
els, hand movement modeling, hand shape modeling, multilingual
sign language recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Sign language (SL) is a visual mode of communication for the Deaf
community, where the information is conveyed through multiple vi-
sual channels such as, hand gestures (hand shape, location and move-
ment), facial expression, body posture, lip movement [1]. In the
sign language recognition literature, the focus has largely been on
extraction of the multichannel information related to hand gestures
(hand shape and hand movement) from the visual signal and model-
ing those information to recognize signs [2]. In that regard, over the
years, different approaches have evolved for sign language recog-
nition using different machine learning techniques such as, hidden
Markov models (HMM) [3–5], parallel HMM [6], relevance vector
machines [7], boosting [8], sequential pattern trees [9], deep learning
methods [10, 11].

Despite these advances, sign language recognition technology is
still an emerging technology. Besides the challenge of extraction and
modeling of multiple channel information, one of the main reasons
is resource scarcity. As, unlike spoken languages, sign languages
users are limited. Also, sign languages have their own vocabulary
and grammar, different than the corresponding spoken language [1].
For instance, British sign language is not a signed form of British
English. Furthermore, even though the spoken language can be the
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same, the sign languages can be different. For example, American
Sign Language and British Sign Language are different sign lan-
guages. Similarly, Swiss German Sign Language (DSGS) and Ger-
man Sign Language (DGS) are different sign languages. One way
to address the resource scarcity challenge is to develop methods that
can exploit multiple sign language resources by overcoming the lim-
itations imposed by the differences between the sign languages. In
the literature, there is limited work in that direction, more precisely
with hand shape modeling only. It has been found that, given the
HamNoSys annotation [12] of produced signs, a global hand shape
classifier can be trained by pooling resources from multiple sign lan-
guages and hand shape information based sign language recognition
systems can be developed [13]. However, hand shape is only one
channel of information. There is need to model other channels such
as, hand movement, which unlike hand shape is a continuous aspect
or in other words are not inherently a discrete unit.

In a recent work, by drawing an analogy between speech
production-perception and sign language production-perception and
taking inspiration from articulatory feature based speech process-
ing [14], an HMM-based sign language processing framework that
models hand movement information and hand shape information in
an integrated fashion was proposed [5]. In that framework, while
modeling hand shape information with DeepHand [13], it was found
that hand movement information can be modeled as discrete units
using HMMs. In a more recent work, it was found that such discrete
unit representation of hand movements obtained using HMMs, also
referred to as hand movement subunits, tend to exhibit language
independence [15]. The present paper builds upon these two recent
works to investigate a multilingual sign language recognition ap-
proach, where resources from multiple sign languages are shared
to model both hand movement and hand shape information for sign
language recognition. We validate the proposed approach through
investigations on DSGS corpus SMILE, DGS corpus and Turkish
Sign Language corpus HospiSign.

Section 2 presents the proposed approach. Section 3 presents the
experiment setup. Section 4 presents results and analysis. Finally, in
Section 5, we conclude.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH

In [5], taking inspiration from articulatory feature-based speech
recognition [14], a sign language processing approach using Kullback-
Leibler divergence HMM (KL-HMM) was developed. Briefly, in
KL-HMM [16, 17] the feature observations are probabilistic (poste-
rior distributions). Each HMM state is parameterized by a categor-
ical distribution of the same dimension as the feature observations
and these parameters are estimated through embedded Viterbi ex-
pectation maximization algorithm with a cost function based on



Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [18] between the feature obser-
vations and the state categorical distribution. The decoding step is
the same as standard HMM-based approach where the log likeli-
hood of state is replaced by the KL-divergence between the feature
observations and the state categorical distribution.

As illustrated in Figure 1, in this approach the feature observa-

tion is a stack of posterior features zt :=
[
zhshp

t zhmvt
t

]T
. zhshp

t and

zhmvt
t denote the probabilistic features corresponding to hand shape

and hand movement, respectively. The HMM state si is parameter-

ized by a stack of categorical distribution ysi :=
[
yhshp

si yhmvt
si

]T
. The

local score S(ysi ,zt) is based on KL-divergence. It is worth mention-
ing that, in principle, the stack of posterior features can be expanded
to model other channel of information such as, mouthing, facial ex-
pression, as and when needed or available. Each of the posterior
feature vector corresponds to a set of subunits or discrete units cor-
responding to the channel of information.
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Fig. 1. Schematization of the Kullback Leibler divergence-based
Hidden Markov Model (KL-HMM) applied for sign language pro-
cessing. VS denotes Visual Subunits.

At a high level, similar to speech recognition using KL-
HMM [19, 20], this framework can be visualized as matching of
a sequence of multichannel information obtained through bottom-
up modeling (visual signal-to-hand gestures) with a sequence of
multichannel information obtained through top-down modeling
(lexeme-to-hand gestures). In the case of speech recognition, it has
been found that resource constraints can be effectively addressed
by using auxiliary or non-target language resources for bottom-up
modeling and using the target language resources only for top-down
modeling [19].

Given that understanding, a question that arises is: can we
achieve the same for sign language recognition? In other words, zt
estimators are trained with target language independent data and ysi

is estimated on target language data. In [5], this was achieved for
hand shape component through the use of DeepHand net to estimate
zhshp

t , but not for hand movement modeling. One possible way to
overcome that challenge is to use hand movement subunits that can

be shared across languages.
In the literature, automatic derivation of hand movement sub-

units has followed two strands of research. First, using HamNoSys
annotations of signs [21–24]. Second, through unsupervised seg-
mentation and clustering [8, 25–30]. The difficulty in using these
methods is that it is not clear if the derived subunits are signer-
independent and are language independent akin to phonemes in spo-
ken language (which can be considered as speaker and language
independent). More recently, a HMM-based approach was devel-
oped [15], where signer-independent hand movement subunits are
derived based on light supervision. Through a preliminary cross-
lingual study it was demonstrated that the subunits derived could
be shared across languages. So, the present paper builds on that
approach to model hand movement information in a language inde-
pendent manner for multilingual sign language recognition. In other
words, like zhshp

t estimator, zhmvt
t estimator is also trained with aux-

iliary sign language resources.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To validate the proposed approach, we derived the language inde-
pendent hand movement subunits from three different languages,
namely Swiss German sign language (DSGS) in SMILE database,
Turkish sign language (TSL) in HospiSign database and German
sign language (DGS) in DGS database. We tested them through
cross- and multi-lingual systems in the framework presented in Sec-
tion 2 by modeling only the hand movement subunits and by model-
ing both hand movement and hand shape subunits.

3.1. SMILE Swiss German Sign Language Database

The large-scale SMILE Swiss German sign language database [31]
(referred as SMILE database) was created in the context of devel-
oping an assessment system for lexical signs of Swiss German Sign
Language (DSGS1). It has 100 isolated signs of a DSGS vocabulary
production test. 30 adult signers performed each item three times
and the second pass was manually annotated.

In our experimental setup, we only used the second pass an-
notated as “acceptable signs” (Category 1 or 2 according to the
‘Category of sign produced’ annotation of the SMILE transcrip-
tion/annotation scheme presented in [31]). The SMILE database
was collected with the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor and the high
speed and high resolution GoPro video cameras. We used the body
pose information that are provided in the database which was ex-
tracted using the deep-learning-based key point detection library
OpenPose as the basis of our feature extraction. To ensure enough
samples for each sign (minimum 5 samples/sign), 94 signs were
selected out of the 100. The resulting 94 sign data was partitioned
in a signer-independent manner into 1263 training set samples from
17 signers, 249 development set samples from 3 signers and 704 test
set samples from 10 signers.

3.2. Turkish Sign Language HospiSign Database

HospiSign database is a subset of 33 phrase classes of the contin-
uous BosphorusSign database [32]. The content is Turkish Sign
Language (TSL) related to the health domain. The HospiSign sub-
set includes 6 adult signers, with each sign being repeated approx-
imately 6 times by each signer. The database is available upon re-
quest from the authors (https://www.cmpe.boun.edu.tr/
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pilab/BosphorusSign/home_en.html). The database has
been recorded with a Kinect camera. We have used the skeletal joint
coordinates that are provided in the database as the basis for our fea-
ture extraction. In order to conduct a signer-independent experiment,
we followed leave-one-signer out protocol. For each of the experi-
ment, the average numbers of samples are: 1084 for training and 210
for testing data.

3.3. DGS Database

The DGS database contains 40 signs from German Sign Language
(DGS) produced by 14 non-native right-handed signers. Each sign
is repeated utmost 5 times by each person. Because it is non-native
signers, the challenge of the DGS database leads in his large variety.
The database has been recorded with a Kinect camera and the 3D
coordinates of a human skeleton has been tracked using the OpenNI
framework. The resulting skeletal joint coordinates has been shared
with us by the authors of [9], which we used as the basis for feature
extraction. More information about the DGS database can be found
in [9].

3.4. Hand Movement Subunit Extraction

The hand movement subunits extraction was done according to the
method presented in [15]. Briefly, the 3D skeleton position and ve-
locity of both hands according to three different coordinate centers
(head, shoulder and hip center) were used as feature observation
(resulting a vector of size 36). In order to compensate the differ-
ences in the coordinate system in-between the three databases due to
recording settings, before feature extraction, we aligned the skele-
tons of signers in the DSGS, HospiSign and DGS corpus w.r.t a
signer from HospiSign database at the neck joint and scaled by the
shoulder width. Then left-to-right HMMs with one mixture Gaus-
sian and diagonal covariance was trained for each sign (sign-based
HMM/GMM) and the HMM states are clustered by pairwise com-
parison of respective Gaussian distributions using the Bhattacharyya
distance leading to a clustered subunits states.

For building the sign-based and SU-based MLPs, we first ob-
tained the alignments in terms of the HMM states using either the
sign level or the clustered subunits-based HMM/GMM systems. We
then trained MLPs classifying HMM states with output non-linearity
of softmax and minimum cross-entropy error criterion. We used the
36-dimensional feature observation with four frames preceding con-
text and four frames following context as the MLP input. In our
experiments, we trained MLPs with different number of hidden
units (600, 800, 1000) and hidden layers (0, 1, 2, 3). The number
of hidden units and hidden layers as well as other hyper-parameters
such as learning rate and the batch size were chosen according to
the frame-level accuracy on the development set. For HospiSign and
DGS databases, the data of one signer were used as development
set. The MLPs were trained using the Quicknet software [33].

This hand movement subunits extraction step was done ac-
cording to each sign language separately leading to a stack of pos-

terior probabilities zhmvt
t :=

[
zhmvt-SL1

t zhmvt-SL2
t · · · zhmvt-SLN

t

]T
.

Where zhmvt-SLn
t , denote the probabilistic features correspond-

ing to hand movement subunits derived from sign language SLn,
n ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}. The reason for that is that when we tried to ex-
tract a common set of subunits from different corpora, we noticed
that during the clustering step the subunits remained separate by

languages. This can be explained by the differences in the recording
conditions in the different data sets.

3.5. Hand Shape Subunit Extraction

Similar to the earlier work [15], we used the DeepHand net which
is trained on one-million hands dataset [13] for hand shape posterior
estimation. The one-million hands is a composition of three dif-
ferent sign languages, namely Danish sign language, New Zealand
sign language and German sign language. The hand shape ob-
servations are the hand shape class-conditional posterior prob-
abilities zhshp

t , where the classes are composed by a transition
shape and the 60 hand shapes (linguistically inspired) presented
in https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/

˜koller/1miohands-data/.

3.6. Recognition Model

Two studies were conducted: one based on the hand movement sub-
units solely and a second based on both the hand movement and
shape subunits. All was developed by left-to-right KL-HMM sys-
tem. In both cases, we extracted hand movement subunits from
either one language (cross-lingual setup) or two languages (multi-
lingual setup).

We also developed a KL-HMM monolingual reference as base-
line. All the models was trained with 3 to 30 states. Due to space
limitations, we reported the best system. We adopted a leave-one-
signer out protocol on the DGS and HospiSign corpus.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section presents the language independent KL-HMM systems
evaluation based on first the hand movement subunits and then based
on the hand movement and shape subunits.

4.1. Hand Movement Study

Table 1 presents the results of the monolingual reference systems
and the KL-HMM based cross- and multi-lingual systems in terms
of recognition accuracy RA (± standard deviation).

It can be observed in Tables 1(a) and 1(b) that the performance
of cross- and multi-lingual systems are well above random classifi-
cation but below monolingual system performance. The low perfor-
mance can be due to combination of two factors: (a) Differences in
recording settings. More precisely in the SMILE database the signs
are performed sitting while in the DGS and HospiSign databases
standing. Skeleton alignment may not fully compensate for these
differences. (b) Vocabulary in each database is limited. As a conse-
quence not all possible movements can be expected to be covered by
the derived subunits. Moreover the HospiSign database is composed
by phrases while the two other databases are composed by isolated
signs; these can influence the nature of the subunits. This fact can
explain why adding TSL subunits does not help significantly to rec-
ognize DGS or DSGS languages.

Together these results indicate that the derived subunits ex-
hibit sign language independence characteristics. When comparing
subunit-based MLP and sign-based MLP KL-HMM systems, it can
be observed that the performances are comparable, despite the fact
that subunit extraction leads to state reduction.



Table 1. Average RA (± standard deviation), over the leave-one-
signer out protocol, for reference monolingual systems and cross-
/multi-lingual KL-HMM systems using hand movement subunits

(a) Targeted language: DSGS (SMILE database)

hmvt MLP trained on
KL-HMM

sign-based MLP SU-based MLP
dim. RA dim. RA

DGS 281 46.6 160 47.3
TSL 496 41.6 324 41.5

DGS and TSL 777 48.2 484 48.4

DSGS 2257 57.4 1946 55.8

(b) Targeted language: DGS (DGS database)

hmvt MLP trained on
KL-HMM

sign-based MLP SU-based MLP
dim. RA±std dim. RA±std

TSL 496 52.5 ± 10.2 324 52.2 ± 9.5
DSGS 2163 57.3 ± 9.8 1485 58.1 ± 9.5

TSL and DSGS 2659 57.7 ± 9.8 1809 58 ± 10.8

DGS 281 65.8 ± 13.1 217 68.2 ± 10

(c) Targeted language: TSL (HospiSign database)

hmvt MLP trained on
KL-HMM

sign-based MLP SU-based MLP
dim. RA±std dim. RA±std

DGS 281 97.5 ± 1.4 160 95.4 ± 2.0
DSGS 2163 98.0 ± 1.1 1485 98.8 ± 1.0

DGS and DSGS 2444 98.1 ± 1.1 1645 98.2 ± 1.1

TSL 300 97.5 ± 1.7 217 97.3 ± 1.7

4.2. Hand Movement and Hand Shape study

Table 2 presents the results of the hand shape based KL-HMM
system in terms of recognition accuracy on the three different sign
languages (DSGS, DGS and TSL). As it can be observed, in the

Table 2. Average RA (± standard deviation) of the hand shape based
KL-HMM systems on three sign languages (DSGS, TSL and DGS)

hshp-based KL-HMM
DSGS 38.2
DGS 5.8 ± 2.5
TSL 83.8 ± 8.0

three databases, the hand shape component is not as good as the
hand movement to differentiate the signs. One of the reason can
be because of the hand orientation independence of the Deep Hand
model. The cropped hand zone is also dependent of the quality of
the joint tracking which differs for each database. Moreover the
particularly low result of the DGS case can be due to the poorly
wild collecting setup of the database. This poor result is the reason
why we decided not to pursue the DGS study based on the hand
movement and shape subunits.

In the next experiment, we combined the hand movement and
shape observation to train the KL-HMM system. Table 3 presents
these results. As expected, the hand shape component gives comple-
mentary information to the hand movement as evidenced by the re-
sults. Moreover adding the hand shape decreases the gap in between
the monolingual and the cross-/multi-lingual framework. Moreover
it is relevant to notice that in [32], the best reported recognition ac-
curacy on the HospiSign database which use hand movement and
hand shape information, is 96.67% (± 1.80); and in [5] on the DSGS

Table 3. Average RA (± standard deviation) for reference monolin-
gual HMM/GMM system and cross-/multi-lingual KL-HMM sys-
tems using hand movement and hand shape subunits

(a) Targeted language: DSGS (SMILE database)
hmvt MLP
trained on

hshp MLP
trained on

KL-HMM
sign-based MLP SU-based MLP

DGS 1 million hand 72.9 72.6
TSL 1 million hand 67.3 66.1

DGS and TSL 1 million hand 72.9 73.2
DSGS 1 million hand 75.6 74.3

(b) Targeted language: TSL (HospiSign database)
hmvt MLP
trained on

hshp MLP
trained on

KL-HMM
sign-based MLP SU-based MLP

DGS 1 million hand 98.6 ± 1.4 99.0 ± 1.1
DSGS 1 million hand 99.0 ± 1.2 99.1 ± 1.1

DGS and DSGS 1 million hand 99.4 ± 0.7 99.3 ± 0.9
TSL 1 million hand 98.9 ± 0.9 98.9 ± 1.4

database is 66.8%.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper investigated methods to model hand movement informa-
tion in a language independent manner using hand movement sub-
units obtained through HMMs. Our investigations showed that there
is a performance gap when modeling hand movement information in
a language independent manner and in a language dependent man-
ner. However, this gap is significantly reduced when combined with
hand shape information and yields competitive systems. These find-
ings are promising and they pave the path for development of sign
language processing systems by sharing multiple sign language re-
sources. Our future work will build upon these finding to address
resource-constraint issues in sign language processing such as, de-
veloping systems with reduced number of signers and examples. In
addition, we will also investigate whether such a multilingual ap-
proach can be applied for sign language assessment.
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